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SUMMARY 
Rules for efficiently improving the measure of system effectiveness 
for a sequential manpower training system are developed, proven, and dem-
onstrated. The system permits trainees of varying aptitudes to train in 
a series of events at a pace commensurate with their abilities. The cumu-
lative probability of success for an event is a monotonically increasing 
function of the number of times the event is attempted and is independent 
i s 
of the order of the event within the sequence of all events. An:j1hcre-. 
mental cost is incurred each time an event is attempted and accrues until 
a trainee either successfully completes the system or is eliminated 	a 
failure. The measure of system effectiveness, the efficiency index, is 
the expected cost per successful trainee. 
An algorithm is presented where the decision variables are the 
number of times an event may be attempted and the sequence of the events. 
The cost of training and probabilities of success are considered fixed. 
A sufficient condition, which when satisfied insures the algorithm yields 
an optimal solution, is developed and proven. An alternative method for 






One requisite of an ideal training system is that the conditions 
of instruction match well the characteristics of the trainee--his abili-
ties, interests, prior knowledge, and learning style. It is unlikely 
that any training system will ever fully embody this ideal (2): Perhaps 
the most compelling reason is the economic cost associated with individu-
alized training, 
Most training instruction takes a standardized form (10)- That is, 
the training methods used are common for all trainees, regardless Of eir 
individual characteristics. There are advantages and disadvantages a4so- ,, 
ciated with such standardization (1,11). The former have to do with ad-
ministrative and economic considerations, while the latter are concerned 
with training effectiveness. 
Military training is particularly likely to suffer from standard-
ized training programs (1,10). First, manpower requirements often dictate 
large inputs to certain training programs, which means that selection cri-
teria may have to be disregarded and thus aptitude differences among 
trainees may be large (11). Second, instructors in military training 
systems are not likely to be trained or experienced teachers. Third, ad-
ministrative  or traditional considerations frequently take prededence ver 
training objectives, usually to the detriment of training (10), 






compromise between standardized and completely individualized trainin. 
p. 
He hypothesized a training model for basic combat training (BCT) in the 
U. S. Army in which trainees of varying aptitude levels (tracks) were!per-
mitted to train in a series of subjects (events) at a pace commensurate 
with their abilities. Within each event, a trainee was tested at the com-
pletion of the training (trial). If he successfully passed the trial, he 
proceeded to the next event in the BCT program. If not, he was permitted 
to complete the training again and was then retested. 
As a measure of the system effectiveness, Miller defined an effi-
ciency index which was the expected cost per successful trainee. The 
efficiency index of this stochastic system may be controlled in fOUr ways: 
changing the costs of training, modifying the probabilities of-succesS, 
Ik 
regulating the number of trials permitted in any event, and varying -tie 
order of sequence in which the events are completed. 
This thesis presents an algorithm for efficiently improving the 
measure of system effectiveness for the above training system. The al-
gorithm permits the manager of the system to control the number of trials 
permitted in each event and the sequence in which the events are per-
formed. The training costs and probabilities of success are considered 
fixed. 
Chapter II presents the formulation of certain theorems and lemmas 
required to develop the algorithm. A sufficient condition for optimality, 
which when satisfied guarantees an optimal solution, is developed a 
proven. A method is outlined that permits solution improvement when 
condition for optimality is not satisfied. 
3 
Literature Search  
In 1959, Price (9) formally stated the concept of a leaSt„Cost 
- 
testing sequence. He proposed that, for a series of tests where the tests 
were independent, there existed a least-cost sequence for testing items 
in acceptance inspection. Independence meant that the results of one test 
did not affect the probability of the outcome of any subsequent test. 
Fundamental to the concept was the cost of conducting and the probability 
of failing a specific test. His procedure called for testing an item 
according to a specific sequence until the item failed to pass a test, 
when it was rejected and no further tests conducted. A schematic repre-




accept , 	 Test n 	sa.1 
reject 	 reject 
Figure 1. Testing Sequence 
An expected total cost for operating a general testing sequence 


















COST = expected total cost of operating the sequence 
N = number of items entering the sequence 





); acceptance probability of test n 
R
n 
= rejection probability of test n. 
C was defined as the expected cost per item for the entire 
sequence. Then, 
C = COST/N 
and 
C = C 1 	P1C2 + P 1P 2C 3 + 	+ (P 1 P 2 ...Pn _ 1 )Cn . 
The least-cost sequence then was the sequence which minimized 
To determine the least-cost sequence, Price stated that all sequence com-
binations must be evaluated and the minimum cost sequence selected. This 
sequence, by definition, was the least-cost sequence. 	
P. 
Mitten (8) proved there existed a simple analytic solution to 
problem formulated by Price. Mitten stated: 
The following procedure yields the least-post sequence: 
1. For each test j, compute the ratio C./R • 
2. Run the test with the smallest value for the above ratio 
first, the one with the next smallest ratio second, . . 	and 
the test with the largest ratio last. 
Hence, Mitten was able to demonstrate a rapid solution to the prob-
lem; whereas, the solution method of Price involved complete enumeration. 
Miller (7) extended the procedure developed by Mitten, while in-
vestigating the feasibility of a proposed manpower training model- The 
proposal is that discussed in the previous section. Schematically, the 
procedure is as depicted in Figure 2. 
4 
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Figure 2. Sequential Training Model for Any Aptitude LeVel: 
From Figure 2 it can be seen that success is possible only when 
completing all n events and failure may occur at any event k after 
having failed ak consecutive trials. 
Miller proposed the following BCT procedure: 
The proposed training system is a multi-ability-track, 
variable-completion-time one. The procedural rules are: 
(1) Divide the input population in three ability or apti-
tude groups based on their performance. . . . These groups are 
identified as N 1 : . high aptitude, N 2 : average aptitude, and N 3 : 
low aptitude. 
6 
(2) Begin training each ability group in a training 
program designed to emphasize those learning methods most 
appropriate for each group. Generally, this implies a higher 
instructor to student density and slower rates of learning 
for the less apt trainees. 
(3) As quickly as a man reaches the criterion skill 
level in an event (or subject) move him to the next event 
in the training program. 
(4) When a man has successfully completed all events in 
the training program, he is output from the training systeM. 
(5) If a man is incapable of satisfactorily mastering an 
event after a reasonable number of attempts, he is droppe& 
from the training system as a failure. He does not move froth 
one track to the next. The three tracks are operated inde ,- 
pendently (7Y 
The following assumptions were made by Miller: 
1. Men can be categorized into aptitude groups. . 
Once categorized they remain in a group. 
2. Slower, less-apt trainees require more instructors and 
more time to learn a subject than do higher aptitude men. 
3. There is no probabilistic dependency between events. 
The probability of success for an event is independent of the 
event order in the event sequence. 
4. Men are not recycled between events. 
5. As quickly as a man successfully completes a trial test 
in any event, he proceeds to the next event in the sequence.- 
6. A trial is a uniform (fixed) time period of instruction- 
testing (for a specified aptitude and event). Instructors are of i ' 
equal capability and use identical teaching methods within an. 
event. (Probability of success is independent of instructors. 
7. Men do not repeat trials in an event indefinitely. A 
maximum permissible number of trials is established for each 
event. (Beyond this maximum either all trainees have success-. 
fully completed the event or the probability of successful'com, 
plotion with additional trials is assumed to be so small that 
additional trials are impractical.) 
8. Instructor costs accrue only when men are training.' Idle 
instructors have zero costs. 
Each aptitude track was operated independently of all others; hence 
any aptitude track may be considered. Given the proposed model, trainees 
were trained and tested one trial at a time within an event. For a speci-
fied event and trial, there was a known probability of success. A's the 
number of trials increased for an event, there was an associated.cUmulative 
prohabilfty of success. This cumulative probability was the probability 
of successfully completing an event in a specified number of trials or 
less. Miller defined P 
k 
 to be the cumulative probability of success 
J 
where, 
j = trial number; that is, the number of trials completed; 
j = 1,2, ... , ak . 
k = event number or index; k = 1,2, ... , n. 
The value of P jk 
was a function of trial and event. For any event, 
Pjk 
monotonically increased as the number of trials j increased. The 
maximum cumulative probability of success for any event was a function of 
the number of trials permitted. 
The expected number of trainees input to an event, say event m, 
was equal to the number that successfully completed the preceding m-1 
events. That is, 
(m = 2,3, . 	, n) 
where 
= expected number of trainees entering event in 
1'7 (m) 
N = initial input of trainees 
P a k - maximum cumulative probability of success for event k. 
The expected number of trainees being trained in trial j of event 
m was equal to the expected number of trainees starting event m minus 
the expected number of trainees who had successfully completed event m 







 (1 - P
j-1,m) 
where 
Njm = expected number of trainees being trained in trial j 
8 
event m. 
The expected successful output, No , was the product of the maximum 






= N 	Pa k 	 • 
jh 
An incremental training cost was incurred each time a trainee com-
pleted a trial. The cost, C k , varied for each event k, but was constant 
for any trial j within an event. The cost continued to accumulate until 
a trainee reached the established performance criterion or until he was 
dropped from the system as a failure at the end of an event. The cost, C k , 
was the cost per trainee per trial for event k. 
The expected cost of a single event, say event m, was the sum of 
all trials costs for the event. That is, 
am-1 















N P akk 
J _ 
(1 - P.) . 
Jm 
The expected total cost for all events, C, was the sum of the ex-
petted costs for all events. That is, 
ak-1 
a 	L (1 _ Pjk) 
L=0 j=0 
A Pa L 
A 
or 	 n 
k=1 




C= kl  C 
(k) 
a1-1 	 a2-1 
C = NC L ( 1 - P. 1 ) + NC2P a 1 2 	(1 -) P j2 
j=0 	 1 j=0 
a3 -1 
cr 
+ NC.,13 a 1 Pa 2 / 	13 (1- .0





a2" a 	-1 
. P 
1 	2 j=0 n-ln • 
ii 





C = N 	Ck 	Pa 1 
k=1 	.2=0 j.:0 
(1 - P
ik
) (1 ) 
subject to a l , N 	0, and 0f, Pjk 
	1 . P 	= 1. ' a00 
Miller proposed that an efficiency index (EI) be the measure of 
system effectiveness. The EI was defined as the expected cost per success-
ful trainee. 
EI = 	= c Expected Total Cost 





Having developed the training system and defined the above cost 
and EI equations, Miller presented and proved his optimal event ordering 
theorem. This theorem extended the analytic solution of Mitten, in that 
repetitive trials were now considered, instead of a single accept-reject 
test. Miller's optimal event ordering theorem was as follows: 
If the events . . . are ordered by the following procedure, 
the cost of training any given input is minimized. 






	(1 - P ik ) 
j=0 
(ii) Place the event with the largest value for the above 
ratio first, the one with the second largest ratio second, . . 
and the event with the smallest ratio last. 
Miller addressed the problem of constraining output by two methods. 
The first method was simply to reduce the initial input of trainees such 
that the desired output constraint was satisfied. Second, he showed that 
the constraint could be satisfied by reducing the probability of success 
by reducing the number of trials permitted in one or more events. Miller 
stated: 
The probability of success in one or all events may be reg4r 
lated by varying the number of trials completed. As the number 
of trials decreases in any event, the probability of success 4e-
creases. The probabilities of success should be regulated' such 
that equation (1) is satisfied as nearly as possible. . . 	The v 
following method of reducing trials to constrain output produces 
L.he least-cost outcome: 
(1) Determine the maximum system output 01 0 ) when unconstrained. 
(2) If N o > N o ', the desired output, then go to step 4. 
(3) If N o < N o* , the quantity . . . of the input must be (in-
creased). 







* = N 1-1 P 
.1 
1=0 
(5) Reorder the event sequence for each P. 0. combination by the 
optimal sequence rule. The optimally ordered g. ,e, combinations con-
stitute the constrained output strategies. 
(6) Calculate the expected cost, expected output, and EI for 
each strategy. 
(7) Select the most efficient strategy (7). 
The above procedure involved complete enumeration of all possible 
combinations of P
'A 
that satisfied the constraint. 
Miller implicitly assumed that the optimal EI was attained whe 
all trials were permitted for all events. Determining the optimal EI 
disregarding any constraint, was not addressed. 
General Problem Statement  
Develop a method for determining the optimal efficiency index for 
the above training system and associated assumptions, where the decision 
variables are the number of trials and event sequence. The method or 
algorithm should permit, when possible, continual improvement in the EI. 
The algorithm should be relatively efficient and easily executed. 
The EI was chosen because it was conjectured that one purpose of 
the training system was to successfully train. personnel at a minimum 
pected cost. Since successful trainees were the desired and onlyvalnable 
output from the system, it was considered appropriate to charge all cOsts 
to the successful trainees. The EI reflected such a costing procedure. 
ij1 2 
CHAPTER II 
SYSTEM EFFICIENCY ALGORITHM 
This chapter states pertinent definitions and notations followed 
by the development and proofs of theorems and lemmas required for the 
development of the algorithm. The algorithm is presented along with 
condition which identifies when an optimal solution is obtained. An al-
ternative method is outlined for solution improvement when the con'ditiOn.  
for optimality is not satisfied. The algorithm is appl=icable to all I ! 
aptitude tracks in the system. 
Definitions and Notation  
ck 	 The cost incurred to train one trainee for any trial in event 
k; k = 1,2, . 	, n. 	Ck  > 0. 
P. 	The cumulative probability of success after the completion of 
j trials in event k; j = 1,2, ..., ak . 
ak : 
	The maximum number of trials permitted in event k. The corres- 
ponding cumulative probability of success after a
k 
trials is ex-
pressed Pa k or P
ak
. 
n 	Any predetermined number of trials considered in event 
1 	nk f, ak
. Correspondingly, P
n k or Pnk
. 
C. 
	 The expected cost per successful trainee after j trials for 





C 	(1-P k) 
j= 0 
13 
   
mk : 
	The number of trials in event k corresponding to the minimum 
Tjk; 1 f mk nk ak . Correspondingly, Pm k or Pm k
. 
J k•• The number of trials in event k when the optimal efficiency 





PJ k or P
Jk
. 
The minimum expected cost per successful trainee for event k 




SS: 	The system state or number of trials associated with indexed 
event k, k = 1,2, ..., r„.., n, before the possible additiOn 




is the number of trials in indexed event 1, etc. 
SS + : 	The system state or number of trials associated with indexed 
event k, k = 1,2, . , r, 	n, after adding trials to an 
event. SS
+ 
= (ni , n2 , ..., nr+x, ns , 	nn}, where n
1 
is the 
number of trials in indexed event 1, etc. 
SS : 	The system state when the optimal efficiency index, EI , has 
been determined. SS
* 
 = tJ 	J 2 , . . J 1. 
1 , 2' " n 
SS k : 
	The partial system state for SS for indexed events 1 throUgh 
SS k : 
	The partial system state for SS+ for indexed events 1 through, k. 
S: 	The optimal indexed sequence, as determined by the event order- 
ing theorem, for SS. $ = 1, ..., p,q,r,s, 	n. 
14 
S + : 
* 
S ; 





= 1, ..., p,q,s, 	, r, t, . 	, n, 
The optimal sequence, as determined by the event ordering thebrem, 
for SS y . 
S : 	The partial optimal indexed sequence of S for indexed events 1 
through k. 
S k: 	
The partial optimal indexed sequence of S
+ 
for indexed events 1 
through k. 
EI: 	The expected cost per successful trainee for system state, SS, 
and the associated optimal sequence, S. The EI associated with 
SS and S will be denoted as EI ~ (SS,S). 
n 	k-1 	nk-1 
77 c
11 	
(1 - P ik ) 
El = 













EI : 	The optimal system efficiency index for SS and S . 
* * 
El - (SS ,S ). 
EI 	: The partial efficiency index for SS k and S k computed up to and nk-x 




: The partial efficiency index for SSk and S
k computed up to and k  
including event k with n k trials. EIn 	(Sq,Sk). 
k 
x: 	An integer; 1 f x f mk or 1 f x f ak-mk , as appropriate, 
Rjk : 	The value of the ordering ratio for trial j, in event k. 













(1 - P .  
Z— 
j=0 
Development and Proofs of Theorems and Lemmas Required  
for Construction of the Algorithm  
Optimal Event Ordering Theorem 
The optimal event ordering theorem and proof developed by Miller 
are presented for the reader's convenience. 
Theorem 1: If the events in any given aptitude track are ordered 
by the following procedure, the cost of training any given input is mini-
mized. 
(i) For each event k, compute the ratio 
1 - ak  
c k 	(1 	P 
j=0 	
jk 
(ii) Place the event with the largest value for the above ratio 
first, the one with the second largest ratio value second, . . ., and the 
event with the smallest ratio last. 
Proof: Suppose one sequence called s has a minimum cost of 
operation, C s , and another sequence, s', exists which is feasible and .has 
a cost, C s , not a minimum. Further suppose that the only difference 1Fte-
tween these two sequences is that events h and h-I-1 are reversed in the 












Substituting equation (1) into equation (3) and expanding yi ids: 
al -1 	 h-1 	
ah-1 
N [C,P o 2_, (1 - P il ) + 	. 	+ Ch  TT Pa L  , 	(1 - P. n ) n ) 
j=0 	 L=0 	1' j=0 
h-1 	ah+1 -1 
+ C
h+1 - - Pa Pa 	L 
b=0 	h j=0 
(1 - 
Pj,h+1) 
 + • 
n-1 	an-1 	 a1 -1 




 ) + 
2=0 12, j=0 	 j=0 
	
h-1 	ah+1 -1 
+ c 
	Pa k h+1 0 j=0 









P P 	/ 	(1 	P
jh) + 
	. + Cn ji:„0 
 
=0 
where P = 1. 
0 
Performing the indicated operations and dividing both sides by the common 
h-1 


















j ,h+1 = 
(continued) 
a1-1+1-1 	 ah-1 
(1 	Pj,h+1) 
 + Ch  (P 	) 	
(1 	P
jh  ah+l LCh+I j=0 
0 








(1 	- ) 	 11;1 
P j,h+1 .1 




which may be further reduced to 
ah-1 	 ah+1-1 
7- 7' 
Ch (1 - P  ah+1 	 ah 	j=0 
Dividing both sides of the equation above by (1 - P 	)(1 - P ) gives 
ah+1 	
ah 
ah-1 	 ah+1-1 
7 7 
Ch L 	(1 - pjh) 	Ch+l 	2_, 	(1. - ) P j,h+1 _1=0 	 j=0  
(1 - P) (1 - P 	) 
ah 	 ah+1 
or 
Lemma 1 
Lemma 1: If event k precedes event k+1 in sequence S, and the 
number of trials for event k is increased from n k to nk+x and a shift 
is indicated by Theorem 1, then in the new sequence S, event k+1 must 
precede event k. 





Theorem 1 requires the calculation of the ratio: 
1 - P





(1 -P. ) 




, then (1 	P
nr
) 









(1 - Pjr) 	
C
r 	








J -1 r 















    
> Cr (1 - P. Jr) .  
  
    





1 - P 
"J
r 





jr ) 	Cr 
j=0 
(1 - P. 
Jr ) 
Therefore, the ordering ratio strictly decreases as trials are added to 
an event. Theorem 1 requires that the events be completed in a sequence 
according to their respective ratios. 
For S, 
19 
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C 	(1 - P jq ) 	Cr / (1 - Pjr ) 	Cs 7, (1 - P is ) 
q 	t-' j=0 j=b 	 j=o 
111' 
by Theorem 1. When the number of trials is increased to J
r 




n -1 	 J -1 
C
q 	
i (1 - 	 ) 	- P. P ct ) 	 ) 	C C 	(1 r Jr 
j=0 	 j=0 
in which case the new sequence S
+ 





. 0 	> 	
g 	> s  
n -1 	 n -1 
s 
Cq L (1 - P jq ) 	Cs 7., 	(1 - P is ) 
k= 0 	 j=0 
> . . 
  




. .>  	> . . J
r
-1 
Cr 	 ) 	 - P jr ) 
j=0 
in which case the new sequence S
+  S and event s precedes event r. QED 
Minimization  Theorem 
Theorem 2: If T < 	for k = 1,2, . , n and all x, 
ink 
1 = x = mk-1, and S -1- = S, then EI
+ 






n - 1 




Proof: Let: k = r. 
S
+ 
= S = 1,2, ..., q,r,s, 	n 
SS = [m1'  m2, ..., mq ,mr ,ms , . n 
SS = (ml , m2 , ..., 	 mn 1 
EI+ 	(SS+ ,S+) ; El 	(SS,S) . 












(1 - P. r 	 jr ) 
j=b 
    











in -1 	 m -x-1 
q 	r q 	r 
C Il P ) 	(1 - P.) L   a P. r .,=0 m 	 Jr .e j=6 	Crr t=i5 m ..e, 	j= .0 
Ti 	 Ti 
PP 	 IIP P 
0 mL mr L=0 m L mr -x 
),1r 	 L4r. 
Add to both sides: 
g 	k -1 	
m1 
"k 	Pm 







(1 - P j k ) 
mr 71 
P 	(1 
j=0  =  
Pm   








	 In k - 1 
r 	I I P 	
--- 
) 	( 1 - D 
q 	k - 1 	rnk " 1 7 ,7-- 
' 	C 	P 	) 	( 1 - P 	) 
L lc, m z_. 	P. k - - ,e, 
k=1 	2=0 	j = 0 
n 
P P 






n 	k-1 	 mk 
C 	P P 	) 	( 1 - P ) 
k m m 
k 
-x 
k= s 	2=0 	r j =0 
 
k-1 
   
C 
k=1 






    
n 










   
k-1  
mr -x-1 









    
111 2 mr -x 
fin p p 
m mr x 
2:=0 2=0 
22 
Inspection of the right inequality of equation (4) reveals it is equiva-
lent to EI. In the last term of the left inequality, replace Pm _x with 
P . 
ri r 
q 	k-1 	mk-1 	 mr - 
1 	1 
ck P 	L (1 - Pik ) 	Cr 	P 	(1 - P. 






,e,=0 mIG mr 
/74r 
k-1 	mk-1 
I. 1PP 	L (1 - P jk) Z=0 m / mr j=0 
< EI . 
III P P 
L=0 m A mr 
Or 
Examine the first term of the left inequality of equation (5). :Sihce 
P 	and P 	are cumulative probabilities, P 	P 	. Hence 
m m m -x 	 m -x r r r r 















11, mr -x 




(1 - P ik) 
.<-_-___Lr19--___-.1fQ  (6) 
Substituting Pm for Pm in the first term of equation (5) and using _x 

























q 	k-1 	mk-1 
V' 7' 2_, c k 1 j P 	L., 	(1 
k=1 	,0J=0 m / j=0 
n  
I I P 
Pmr ,e,=0 	111 2 
Or 
n 	k-1 
( 7 ) 





< EI . 
Inspection of the left inequality of equation (7) reveals that it is 
equivalent to El+ . 
Therefore, El+ < EI. 	 QED 
Corollary 2a: If C
mk 
< C 	for k = 1,2, 	n , 	 all -x mk-x 	
5
NI 
1 	x 	mk-1, and SI- 	S, then EI+ < EI. 
Proof: Let k = r. 
Define: 	(SS+ ,S). 
S+ = 1,2, ..., q,s, 	r, 	n 
	
(by Lemma 1) 





be the optimal sequence for SS






< EI'. Hence, ET
+ 
< El.' < ET. 
Therefore, El+ < EI. 	 QED 
Note that S
+ = S in Theorem 2, whereas S
+ 
	S in Corollary 2a. 
Addition Theorem 











tively, (b) each partial sequence contains all like events, and (c) 
S
k 7- 
 Ski the EI
+ 
< EI. 
Proof: Let k = r. 
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The right inequality of equation (8) is equivalent to El 	(SS,S)L 
In the last term of the left inequality of equation (8), replace Pn by 
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The left inequality of equation (9) is now equivalent to El + 
(ss',e). 
Therefore, EI+ < EI, 	 QED 
Corollary 3a: If (a) EI 	< EIn , (b) S 	Sk  for computing k  nk+x 
El 	and  Elnk , respectively, and (c) S
+ 
= S, then EI+ < El. 
Proof: Let k = r. 
Define: + S 	= 1,2,...,p,q,r,s,...,n 
+ r SS = 
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In the last term of the left inequality, replace P n by 
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The left inequality of equation (11) is now equivalent to EI -4- 
 (SS+ 	= (SS4- ,S+ )• 
Therefore, EI
+  < EI. 	 +CED 
The converse of the corollary, that is, if EI 	> EIn 
then 
nk" 	k 
EI >EI, can be shown in a similar manner. 
Corollary 3b: If (a) EIn+x 
< EI
n
, (b) S k
+ 
= S k for computing 
k 	k 
 
EIn +x and EI n






Proof: Let k = r. 
Define: EI' - (SS
+
,S) 





(by Lemma 1) 
30 
Given EI n 	< EI
nr
. By Corollary 3a, EI ° < EI. 	 WI 
H1W 
By Theorem 1, sequence S is not the optimal sequence for SS + 
Let S




Hence, E I+ < EI' < El. 
Therefore, EI
+ 
< EI. 	 QED 
Lemma 2 




for partial sequence S k, then 
k 
EI' 	< El' , where EI' 	is computed for any other partial sequence, 
nk+x 
	n
k. 	 nk+x 
Sk, and event k shifts by Lemma 1. 
Proof: 	Let k = r. 	 Isl 
31 
Define: 	S = 1,...,q,r,s,...,t,v,...,n 








Eln  ° +x - (SS
+ 
 ,S ) 
r  
El °n 	(SS,S), with events s through t added. 
r 
Given EI
n+x < EIn 
for partial sequence S, and that 5 ° is the 
r 	r 
sequence for SS+  by Theorem 1. 
By Corollary 3b, EI+ < El. That is: 
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t 	k-1 	nk-1 






By definition, the left inequality of equation (13) is El i", .1..x and 
the right inequality is EI T'l . 
r 
Therefore, EI' 	< EI' . 
n+x 	n 
r r 
Construction of the Algorithm  
This section presents a step by step development of the algorithm. 
A discussion is included with each step to show the rationale for that 
step. A hypothetical problem, Table 1, is given as an aid to the presen-
tation of the algorithm. 




































n 	n 	, 
Ca /Ra n 	n 
Step by Step Development of the Algorithm 
Step 1: Compute C j- k ; j = 1,2,...,ak ; k = 1,2,...,n. Determine 
Cm




 j; k = 1,2,...,n. For the set of all Emk 
 , SSm , compute 
the ordering ratios and determine the optimal sequence, S, by Theorem 1. 
For any mk = ak , set Jk = ak . Index sequence, S, as S = 1,2,...,n. If 
mk = ak for all k, go to step 5. 
Discussion. Step 1 is an application of Theorem 2. By Theorem 2, 
there exists no mk-x trials for any event k which can yield an EI which 
is better than the EI associated with SSm = {m1 ,m2 ,...,mn}. Theorem 2 
permits the immediate consideration of SS m without having to consider any,'1 
intermediate system state, say, SS = 	 All numbers 
of trials less than mk may be disregarded, since they will only yield an 
il 
El that is greater (worse) than the EI 	(SSm ,S). 
If mk = ak, then no additional trials are available for future 
consideration. mk is set equal to J-k to conform to the notation associ-
ated with the eventual optimal solution. 
The last part of step 1 requires indexing the sequence S. If the 
optimal sequence for SSm is, say, S = 4,3,7,.,.,n,...,5, then four corres-
ponds to the event number four, etc. Index the sequence, S, means to set 
event number four as the first event in the sequence, event number three 
as the second event in the sequence, . 	, and event number five as 
event n or the last event in the sequence. In subsequent discussions., 
event k means indexed event k. Such indexing is done to facilitate 
other steps in the algorithm. 
Step 2: For all m
k 
< ak, determine C 	= 	min 	{C k} and 
n j 
	




sequentially compute, beginning at k = 2, EI n 
until there exists EI, 
k 
 
EI; go to step 3. If there exists no EI 	< EI , k = 2,...,n, then fox 
	
mk 	 nk mk 
all mk < ak , set Jk = mk ; go to step 4. 





, then by the Corollaries, the EI can be improved by adding 
k 	k 
additional trials to event k. 
The step permits computing EI
n 
beginning at k = 2. This is allow- 
k 
able, since for k = 1, there exists no EI n, 
< EI
mi











. Hence, by Corollary 3a 
1 
or 3b, no improvement in the EI is possible for additional trials in event 
1. By Lemma 1, the addition of trials to an event cannot shift that eve#t 
in the sequence so that it precedes event 1. Event 1 remains event lAn v 
all future sequences. 11 1 





, where nk-x > mk . This is permissible by Theorem 2. 
k 
 
The situations when EI < EI and
n
k 
and when there exists no EI < EI 
nk 	 mk 
will be analyzed in the discussions associated with steps 3 and 4, respec-
tively. 
Step 3: For EI
n 
< El , add the n
k 
mk additional trials to 
k mk 
event k; compute the new ordering ratio and determine S + . If nk = 
set Jk = nk . If nk < ak , set mk = nk . Set S = S
+
; index the new S; re-, 
turn to step 2. 
Discussion. Step 3 adds the additional trials to event lc' when 
Corollary 3a or 3b indicates an improved EI is possible. The last part 
this step is accomplished to set the new initial conditions for repeating 
step 2. 
36 
As long as there exists an EI 	< EIm 
, steps 2 and 3 will be .sysi- 
nk 
tematically repeated. Consider the process during a complete cycle of 
these two steps. In step 2, EI
nk 
is sequentially computed until there 
exists an EI < EI
m n2 m2 
. If there exists no EI < EI , then by either 
nk 
 
Corollary 3a or 3b, no improvement can be made to the EI by adding more 
trials to event 2. By Corollary 3a or 3b and Lemma 1, event 2 will always 





, then step 3 is completed. If n
2 
= a 2, then event 2 has no 
2 	2 
additional trials for future consideration. Event 2 cannot improve the 
EI regardless of its position in any new sequence S
+ 
which satisfies 
Lemma 2, If n
2 
< a 2, then by Theorem 1, either S = S
+ 
or S r S. If 
S = S
+
, step 2 is repeated with no change in the indexing of S. IfS 	S 
then by Lemma 1, event 3 of S must become event 2 of S
+
, and subsequently ! 
event 2 is the new indexed sequence S. 
For step 2 to lead to step 3, trials must be added to some event. 
k. As the cycle continues between steps 2 and 3, either all trials will 
be required in an event to improve the EI or there will exist no EI < 
nk 
 
EI, k < n. Eventually, event k becomes event n. For event n, 
mk 
 
either n = a or there exists no EI 	< EI . Step 2 then leads to 
n n m 
n 
step 4. 
Step 4: 	For SS' = (J 1 ,J2 ,...,J11 1 and S' = 1,2,...,n, determine if 
there exists and J
k 
< ak , k = 1,2,...,n. If there exists no J k < ak, go 
to step 5. If there exists J k < ak and the addition of nk - Jk trials ; 
1:1 
J < nk 	
ak' to event k causes no shift in the sequence S' by Theorem H 




trials causes a shift in the t a 
37 
sequence S' by Theorem 1, go to step 6. 
Discussion. SS' and S' specify a possible optimal solution. If 
	
all J k 
= ak, then this solution is the optimal solution, EI . This ail- 
	MI 
lows from Theorem 2 and the fact that no additional trials are available 
for consideration. If there exists Jk < ak and the addition of nk - Jk 
trials, Jk < nk f ak, to event k causes no shift in sequence S', then 
SS' and S' yield an optimal solution. This sufficient condition follows 
from Corollary 3a because there exists no EI 	, < EI 	and hence, no ad- 
nk 
Jk  
ditional improvement in the EI is possible. The sufficient condition is 
proven in detail in a subsequent section. 














must be investigated by Theorem 3. A method 
for possible solution improvement of SS' and S' is outlined in a subsi 
quent section. 
Step 5: Stop. Set SS = SS' and S = S ° . For SS r and S , compute 
* 
the optimal EI, EI . 
Step 6: Compute EI' 	(SS',S'). This solution may or may not be 
optimal. Further investigation is required to see if solution improve-
ment is possible. 
Discussion of the ALgorithm  _ .  	_ .  
 
    
Theorem 3 is a stronger condition for EI improvement than are the 
conditions in Corollaries 3a and 3b. That is, any opportunities for im-
provement Mentified by application of the Corollaries would also he 
identified by application of Theorem 3; but, Theorem 3 may identify oppor 
ti 
tunities not identified by the Corollaries. This result follows since 
Theorem 3, EI
n +x 
is based on the new partial sequence S k ; whereas, in 
the Corollaries 
EIn+x 
is based on the previous partial sequence S k . 
k 
Thus, if Sk / S k, Theorem 3 can identify improvement possibilities whiCh 
38 
might be overlooked by the Corollaries. 
The algorithm is based on successive application of Coroilat . iesi.L1 
 3a and 3b, despite the fact that Theorem 3 is a stronger condition... This 
is done to ensure that the algorithm will terminate in a finite number 
of iterations. The finiteness property follows from Lemma 2 and from the 
iterative nature of steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm. Specifically, steps 
2 and 3 assure that the partial sequence S k, which resulted in addition 
of trials to event k at some iteration, will be maintained for all 
future iterations. Lemma 2 assures that, if S
k 
is maintained, then the 
augmented trials need not be reconsidered in subsequent iterations. 
The finiteness property may not result if the algorithm were 
based on Theorem 3 rather than on Corollaries 3a and 3b. This follows' 
due to calculations based on S
k' 
the new partial sequence, rather'fha. 
on the current partial sequence, S k . By construction of the algorithM, 
S
k 
is maintained in all future iterations; however, S
+ 
need not be main-
tained. 
As an example, suppose that event r is under consideration and 
that the current sequence is S = 1,2,...,q,r,s,...,n. Let n r be the cur- 
rent number of trials in event r. Suppose that, if x trials are added, 
then a new sequence, S' = 1,2,...,q,s,r,...,n results and that EI
nr+x 







is based on S = 1,2,...,q,s,r and EI
n 
is based on 
r 	 r 
 
S = 1,2,...,q,r,s. The next iteration of the algorithm could result in 
the addition of trials to event s and lead to a new sequence in which 
event r precedes event s. The partial sequence S
r 
is now destroyed 
and the basis on which the x trials were added to event r no longer; 
exists. Accordingly, it is possible that the x trials should be re'- 
moved. Clearly, a cycle could result in which the algorithm would,,,cOntlnue 
Tc 
adding and deleting trials to events r and s, thus destroying the 
niteness property. Since Corollaries 3a and 3b are concerned only with^ 1 
 Sk, cycling is impossible. 
In summary, even though Theorem 3 is a stronger condition, the 
algorithm is based on Corollaries 3a and 3b in order to assure that the 
algorithm will terminate in a finite number of iterations. Further, the 
algorithm generally does not require investigating the addition of trials, 
one trial at a time, By Theorem 2, all numbers of trials less than m
k 
can 
be disregarded. If EI 	 f < EI by Corollaries 3a and 3b, all numbers O 
nk 
mk 
trials between mk 
and nk , where -C-
n 	 j 
k j 	
k' 
= min id 1. mk 	:5- j 	ak , can b 
disregarded by Theorem 2. 
Although the algorithm may not yield an optimal solution 
erty of adding trials by Corollary 3a or 3b is a most significant advan-
tage. Adding trials by the Corollaries insures finiteness of the algorithm 
and a solution in a relatively small number of steps. 
A Sufficient Condition for Optimality  
Since the algorithm is based on the weaker conditions of Corollar-
ies 3a and 3b, it is possible that the algorithm terminates in a non-;, 
4Q 
optimal solution. Since the essential difference between Theorem 3 and 
Corollaries 3a and 3b is explicit, a sufficient condition for optimality 
can be proven. Further, Theorem 3 provides the insight to improve the 
resulting solution when the sufficient condition is not satisfied. 
Theorem 4: Suppose that the algorithm terminates with S' = 1,2, 
...,q,r,s,...,n, SS' = {J 1 ,J 2 ,...,Jn}, and ET' 	(SS',S'). 	If there does 
not exist an event k such that the addition of trials to that event will 
cause a change in S' by Theorem 1, then S', SS', and the resulting 
are optimal. 
Proof: 
(i) Theorem 2 guarantees that it cannot be advantageous to reduce 
k 
below mk . Any other reduction in Jk must result in a situation con-
sidered by the algorithm. That is, event k will be preceded by a par-
tial sequence S
k 
for which it was advantageous to increase the number of 
trials to event k by either Corollary 3a or 3b. Thus, for any solution 
wl.th less than J 1  trials, the associated EI, say EI, must be such that 
ET - > El'. Accordingly, the solution cannot be improved by reducing the 
number of trials. 
(ii) Now consider increasing the number of trials. If an improV 
ment existed due to increasing the number of trials (with no resultant 
sequence shift), the algorithm could not have terminated (by step 2). 
By hypothesis, there does not exist an event k such that the addition 
of trials to that event will cause a sequence shift. Hence, the solution 
cannot be improved by increasing the number of trials. 
It follows from (i) and (ii) that the solution must be optimal 
r I 
under the conditions specified. 
System Efficiency Algorithm 
Step 1: Compute dik for j = 1,2,...,ak ; k = 1,2,...,n. Determine 
, 
, Cm 
= min (Cjk_  k = 1,2,...,n. Compute the ordering ratios for the set, 
k 	j 
[C 1, and determine S. For m
k 








If mk = ak , for all k, go to step 5. 
Step 2: For all mk < ak, determine= min 1E-1, mk+1 f-j f ak . nk 	jk 
Sequentially compute EInk, beginning at k = 2, until EI
nk 
< EI ;,go to mk 
step 3. If there exists no El 
nk 
< EI , k = 2,3,...,n, then fOr all 
mk 
ak , set Jk = mk ; go to step 4. 
Step 3: For ET
n 
< EI , add the nk - mk additional trials to 
k mk 
event k; compute the new ordering ratio and determine S.  If nk = ak , 
set Jk = nk . If nk < ak , set mk = nk . Set S = S
+ 
 index new S; go to 
step 2. 
Step 4: For SS' = {J i ,J 2 ,...,Jn} and 5' = 1;2,...,n, determine if 
there exists any Jk 	ak , k = 1,2,...,n. If there exists J k < ak and the 
addition of nk - Jk trials, Jk < nk f ak, to event k causes no shift in 
the sequence S' by Theorem 3, go to step 5. If the addition of n k 	Jk 
additional trials causes a shift in the sequence S' by Theorem 3, .go 
step 6. 
Step 5: Stop. Set SS = SS' and S = S'. Determine EI , EI1 
* * 
(SS ,S ), an optimal solution. 
Step 6: Compute EI ° 	(SS',S'). This solution may or may not be 





A Method for Improving the EI When the Sufficient Condition  
for  Optimality of the Algorithm Is Not Satisfied  
If the condition for optimality is not satisfied in step 4,4 the 
algorithm, the following procedure may improve the algorithm's sol ion: 
1. For SS' and S' in step 4 of the algorithm, determineth 




additional trials, J < 	a 
' and C
K- 




< j f, ar, indicates a new sequence S+; S+ 
r 
 
Set all numbers of trials for all events, save event r, equal to m i 'c as 
determined by step 1. Assign Kr trials to event r and determine S for-
SS = {m1 ,...,mq ,Kr ,ms ,...,mn}. Apply the algorithm, adding trials when 
EI improvement is possible, until the next iteration requires investiga-
ting EI J and EIv r . Determine if EI K < EIJ by Theorem 3. If EI K < 
''' r 	 r 	r 	 r 




additional trials and continue the algorithm until 
r 
entering step 4. If EI
K 





r 	r  
trials cannot improve EI'. 
2. Determine if the condition for optimality is now satisfie 




by Theorem 3 above. If the condiition 
r 	r 
is not satisfied, repeat the above procedure. If the condition is satis- 
fied, then the new solution is optimal. 
Appendix A contains sample problems demonstrating the algorithm 
and the alternative method for solution improvement when the condition 
for optimality is not satisfied. 
irst 
CHAPTER III 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
This research has developed an algorithm for efficiently improving 
the system effectiveness for a sequential manpower training system. 
Rules which indicate when improvement in the system effectiveness is p 
sible have been developed, proven, and demonstrated. A sufficient con-
dition for optimality, which when satisfied guarantees an optimal 
tion, has been developed and proven. An alternative method for solution 
improvement, when the sufficient condition for optimality is not satis-
fied, has been developed and demonstrated. 
The essential assumptions of the training system that were required 
for the development of the algorithm are: 
(1) There is no probabilistic dependency between events. The 
probability of success for an event is independent of the event order 
in the event sequence. 
(2) Trainees are not recycled between events. 
(3) As quickly as a trainee successfully completes a trial in 
any event, he proceeds to the next event in the sequence. 
(4) Within an event, a trial is a fixed time period of instruct on-
testing. 
(5) Trainees do not repeat trials in an event indefinitely. 
maximum permissible number of trials is established for each event. 
The general results of this thesis are: 
44 
(1) The optimal system efficiency may be determined, when the 
sufficiency condition is satisfied, without enumerating all numbers of 
trials and sequence combinations. 
(2) Theorem 2 permits the immediate discarding of all numbers of 
trials less than the number of trials associated with the minimum expected 
event cost. The theorem also permits discarding all numbers of trials 
between the number associated with the minimum expected event cost and 
the number associated with the next higher minimum expected event cost. 
(3) Theorem 3 demonstrates that adding additional trials, 
incurring a greater than minimum expected event cost, may improve the 
measure of system effectiveness. 
Recommendations  
The assumption that the event costs and probabilities of success 
are fixed should be relaxed. These costs and probabilities may be changed 
by modifying instructional techniques, varying the length of trials, add-
ing learning incentives, etc. Determining the optimal system efficiency 
would then become a four variable problem. 
The algorithm should be investigated and modified to permit trial 
additions by using Theorem 3 in addition to Corollaries 3a and 3b. It is 
conjectured that such a modified algorithm would still exhibit finitenes:S 
and the sufficient condition for optimality could be deleted. Thls'aut4r 
was not able to prove this conjecture. 
The training model should be extended to programed learning en-
vironments, How would the system effectiveness by affected by modifying 




costs and probabilities by increasing or decreasing the time aftotted.to• 
specific subjects? Would the expected total time for success for all'such 
subjects be lengthened or shortened? 
The training system and algorithm could possibly be modified to 
apply to variations of a training or learning environment. For example, 
if the first trial in an event is not successfully completed, should the 
trainee attempt the event again immediately after failing or should subse-
quent events be completed before repeating the failed event? Should sub-
sequent trials in an event be identical (in terms of cost and time) to: the 
first trials, or should the first trial be distinctly different from sub-
sequent trials? How would these changes affect the system efficiency? 
The training system and developed theorems may have design 4mpjca 7 
 tions applicable to production systems. Consider a marketable product 
that is the valuable output from a production system. How would the 6f- 
ficiency index change if the product was completely rejected during accept-
ance inspection versus being reworked and re-inspected? If the product is 
to be reworked, should it be reworked after the first rejection or should 
all inspections be completed and then reworked? How many rejections would 
make reworking economically infeasible? 
The system should be investigated from the time point of view. 
The system may be represented as a finite, irreversible, absorbing state 
Markov chain (3,4,5). Markov theory may be employed to answer specific 
questions about the system, such as: 
1. What is the probability that a trainee will attempt a futue 
trial and event given he is currently training in some earlier trial Ond 
event? 
2. How many event-trials will a trainee complete before he fi 
completes or fails the system? 
3. What is the probability a trainee will be dropped from thesys-
tem if he fails a specified event or successfully completes the system 
given he is currently training in a specific event and trial? 
The probability distribution of the time required to successfully 
complete the system should be investigated. The expected time required 
to successfully complete the system could be added as a system constraint. 
That is, if the expected time associated with the optimal system effi-„' 
A 
ciency is greater than some desired expected time, what is the least-cost 
method of reducing trials to satisfy the time constraint? This problem 
would be of particular interest when the armed forces must rapidly expnd  
to meet an emergency situation. 
Theorems 1, 2, and 3 only consider the case where all events ar6 
independent. An extension of the algorithm would be to constrain certain 
events to a specified region within a sequence. Some work on partially 
pre-ordered sequences of tests (events) has been done by Mankekar and 
Mitten (6). 
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Three problems are presented. The first problem is based on data 
from Miller (7, Appendices D and E) for the high aptitude trainees. The 
second problem is hypothetical and demonstrates when the algorithm yields 
an optimal solution. The third problem is also hypothetical and demon-
strates the alternative method for solution improvement when the algorithm 
initially does not yield an optimal solution. Throughout all problems, 





for all events and trials 
o. 
Ali 
(see 	Table 	1, 	di. 33). Step 	1: 
Trial Event 
2 3 4 5 
1 m m 00 .052 .063 .0270 
2 2.500 2.500 2.500 .048 .051 .0274 
3 .925 .740 1.576 .043 .046 .0268 
4 .792 .940 1.500 
5 .570 .713 1.333 
6 .403 .354 1.350 
7 .345 .353 1.312 
8 .298 .318 






for all events: SS = (9,12,7,3,3,31. 
Determine R 	for all C : All ratios zero; S = any order. 
mk mk 
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S = an order 
(by Theorem 2). 
(by Theorem 1). 
48 
:0' 
El = 2.054 instructor hours/successful trainee. 
Problem 2: 
Hypothetical data: 









($) 10 15 
 
Trial 
1 	 .4Q 
2 .80 
3 	 .90 
4 1.00 
	
.60 	.70 	.40 
.85 .80 .50 
.86 	.90 	.80 
.95 .85 	 ir 
Step 1: Compute C
jk 





Trial 	1 	 2 	 3 	 4 
1 25.00 25.00 8.57/.0500 	20.00/.0750 
2 	20.00 	 24.71/.0071 	9.75/.0256 25.60 
3 20.00 27.03/.0060 10.00/.0111 	21.00/.0119 
4 	19.00/.0000 	 10.10/.0052 21.67/.0082 
Choose Z 	 Y M for all events: SS = (4,2,1,11 	(by Theorem 2 
lc 
Determine R 	for all events: S --= 4,3,2,1 	(by Theorem 1), 
mk 












= 34.750 < EI
13 
= 37.143; go to step 3. 





(by Theorem 1). 
Set: SS = SS
+
, S = S
+
; o to step 2. 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
For sequence S, determine first EI 	< EI . 
nk mk 
ET33 = 32.222 < EI
23 
= 34.750; go to step 3. 
'  
Add third trial to event 3: SS
+ 







(by Theorem 1). 
Set: SS = SS
+
, S = S
+
; go to step 2. 
Step 2: 
For sequence S, determine first EI 	< EI . At 
44 	 nk mk 	 , 
EI
43 
= 31.158 < EI
33 
= 32.222; go to step 3. 
Step 3: 
e5 	 + 







= 4,2,3,1 	 (by Theorem 1). 
vA 
m = a • set J = a • J = 4. 
Set SS = SS
+
, S = S; go to step 2. 
Step 2: 




EI 32 = 50.291 > EI 22 = 48.235 
For k = 3: m 3 = a 3 . 
For k = 4: m l = a l . 







32 > R43: 
• no sequence shift possible. !Hence 1 




= [4,2,4,11; S = 4,2,3,1. 




k Pik  
Event 
1 2 3 4 
C
k 	
($) 10 7 6 3 
Trial 
1 .80 .40 .70 .50 
2 .85 .50 .75 .80 
3 .90 .55 .80 .85 
4 .92 .60 .90 .90 
Step 1: Compute
jk 
 for all events and trials: 
Event 
Trial 
12.50/.0200 17.50/.0857 8.57/.0500 6.00 
2 14.12/.0125 22.40/.0446 10.40/.0321 5.63/.0444 
3 15.00/.0074 26.73/.0306 11.63/.0215 6.00/.0294 





Choose C 	for all events: SS = (1,1,1,21 
mk 
Determine R 	for all events: S = 2,3,4,1 
mk 
 
(by Theorem 2). 
(by Theorem 1). 
For sequence S, determine first EI 	< EI . nk 
EI 23 = 33.733 > EI 13 = 33.571; m3 = 1, set J 3 = 1. 
Ei
34 
= 45.496 < EI
24 
= 47.589; go to step 3. 
Step 3: 
	
Add third trial to event 4: SS
+ 






Set: SS = SS
+
, S = S
+
; go to step 2. 
Step 2: 




= 44.468 < El
34 
= 45.496; go to step 3. 
Step 3: 







m4 = a4 ; set J 4 = 4. 
Set: SS = SS + , S = e; go to step 2. 
(by TheOrem 
1 01 ' 
h 





= 53.61 < EI
11 
= 54.66; go to step 3. 
Step 3: 
Add second trial to event 1: SS
+ 







(by Theorem 1). 
Set: SS = SS A , S = S
+
; go to step 2. 
Step 2: 
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= 63.798 < EI 21 = 65.257; 





Add third trial to event 1: SS
+ 





= 2,3,4,1 	 (by Theorem 1). 
Set: SS = SS
+
, S = S
+
; go to step 2. 
For sequence S, determine first EI
nk 




= 63.01 < E1 31 = 63.798; go to step 3. 
Add last trial to event 1: SS
+ 





= 2,3,4,1 	 (by Theorem 1). 
m i = a l ; set J i = 4. 
Set: SS = SS
+
, S = S
+
; go to step 2. 
Step 2: 
For sequence S, determine first EI
nk 
< EI . 
mk 
E1 23 	EI13 ; J4 = a4 and J I = a l ; go to step 4. 
Step 4: 
SS' = [4,1,1,41; S' = 2,3,4,1 
R
22 
< R 13 ; • go to step 6 (use alternative method for possible 
solution improvement). 
Set all event trials equal to mk , save event 2. 
SS = {1,2,1,1}; then S = 3,2,4,1 
	
(by Theorem 1). 





= 39.542 > EI
13 




For SS' and S': R 43 < R44 . Set all event trials to mk , save 
events 2 and 3. SS = {1,2,4,1}; then S = 2,4,1,3. 
Applying steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm: 
E144 
= 25.61 < EI 24 
= 27.50; add all trials to event 4: J 4  = 4. 
For sequence S, which is now S = 2,1,4,3, check for possible Se- 
kl 
quence shift for any event subsequent to event 2: R
21 i< R44 . "   
Compute EI 21 and EI44 by Theorem 3: 
EI
21 
= 44.25 < EI
44 
= 44.36; add second trial to event 1. For 
resulting sequence S = 2,4,1,3, check for possible sequence shift 





by Theorem 3: 
EI
31 
= 59.58 < EI
43 
= 60.83; add third trial to event 1. 
Now for SS = {3,1,4,4} and S = 2,4,3,1, the earlier addition of 
all trials to event 3 must be rechecked. This follows from the 
fact that event 3 is now the third event in the sequence, whereas 
the trials were added to event 3 when it was the fourth eVentJn 
i II 
the earlier sequence. By Theorem 3, EI 43 = 37.04 < EI44 = 4347; 
all trials remain in event 3. For current SS and S, check for', 
possible solution improvement by adding the last trial to event 1. 
E1
41 
= 59.37 < EI
31 
= 59.58; add last trial to event 1. J
1 
= 4. 
SS = {4,1,4,4} and S = 2,4,3,1: check for possible sequence shift 
by adding trials to event 2: R 42 > R44 ; no shift possible in 
sequence; go to step 5. 
Step 5: 
54 
SS = SS = [4,1,4,41 and S = S = 2,4,3,1. 
EI S  = $59.37/successful trainee. 
lli 
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